According to the characteristics of the correlation of multiple wind farm output, this paper put forwards a modeling method based on fuzzy c-means clustering and the copula function, and correlation wind farms are inserted into IEEE-RTS79 reliability system for risk assessment. By the probabilistic load flow calculated by Monte Carlo simulation method, the probability of the accident is derived, and bus voltage and branch power flow overload risk index are defined in this paper. The results show that this method can realize the modeling of the correlation of wind power output, and the risk index can identify the weakness of the system, which can provide reference for the operation and maintenance personnel.
Introduction
Safety is the key of the power system. With the development of wind power technology and large-scale wind power integration, the strong stochastic volatility is bound to bring more serious challenges to stable operation of the system [1] . Besides considering that the same area may have multiple wind farms, due to the similarity of factors such as geographical environment, its output will show some kind of relationship [2] . So it's necessary to conduct the risk assessment of electric power system considering wind power correlation to identify the system weak link, and then take the corresponding effective measures to ensure safety and steady operation.
To consider output correlation of wind power and then conduct risk assessment, modeling the correlation problem is the beginning. Copula function [3] is effective in correlation problem. [4] connects copula theory with Monte Carlo simulation method for probabilistic load flow calculation. [5] [6] use a hybrid copula function for the modeling of input variables of correlation, and determined the weighting coefficient of each copula function through expectation maximization method and least square method, overcoming the deficiency of using only one copula function. In [8] , the author established wind farm reliability model considering the influence of uncertain factors, then proposed a risk assessment method for the composite generation and transmission systems including wind farms based on dispersed sampling Monte Carlo algorithm. [9] establish adequacy evaluation model for composite generation and transmission systems which contain wind farms based on sequential Monte Carlo simulation method. Based on vulnerability of the risk theory evaluation system, the consequences severity with linear function was quantified in [10] , but shelter phenomenon exists. In [11] , utility function was introduced to measure severity of consequences caused by element fault for the failure probability model of the overhead line.
In this paper, the fuzzy C means clustering is applied to wind power output data firstly and copula function is modeled for each class. The probabilistic load flow of wind power is calculated by Monte Carlo simulation, so the probability of the accident was derived. The utility function and the risk theory is combined to quantify the risk indicators. Matlab simulation results show that the method can assess system risk accurately, and identify system weaknesses, which has significance for power system planning operation, differentiation operation and maintenance.
Wind Power Output Correlation Modeling

Copula Function Theory
Copula can joint distribution of multidimensional random variables with onedimensional marginal. Take binary random variable as an example to introduce copula function.
H(x,y) is a two joint distribution function with the edge distribution F(x) and G(y), Sklar Theorem points out that there exists the unique Copula function C(U,V) which meets:
Copula function mainly include normal copula function and t-Copula function which belong to ellipsoidal copula function, and the Clayton Copula function, Gumbel Copula function, which are the memberships of Archimedes Copula functions. There are differences among different copula functions when they describe the correlation between random variables. Normal copula function, t-Copula function and Frank Copula function are effective in describing the dependence structure of symmetry. While the Clayton Copula function and Gumbel Copula function are used to describe dependence structure of asymmetric, one describes the strong upper tails correlation of the random variables and the other describes the lower tails. In order to describe the correlation between random variables quantitatively and accurately, the results are usually compared with empirical Copula distribution functions so as to select the optimal Copula. The empirical Copula function is defined as follows: (X i ,Y i ) (i = 1, 2, ···, n) is samples form bivariate population (X,Y). The empirical distribution functions of X and Yare F n (x) and G n (y) respectively, the sample empirical Copula distribution function was:
where [ ] I ⋅ is an indicative function. It means when ( )
Through calculating and comparing square Euclidean distance of each Copula function and empirical Copula distribution function, optimal function can be obtained. 
Fuzzy Clustering
The final clustering results of traditional clustering algorithms such as K-means depends on the choice of initial aggregation point or the number of strict classification in some degree. While fuzzy clustering aims at the optimization of the objective function, dynamically adjusts the clustering center and the membership degree, and then determines the class of the sample points by iterative convergence so as to automatically classify the sample data. In this paper, the fuzzy C means clustering is used for the wind farm output classification. 
X is a given sample matrix, p is the number of random variables, n is the number of random variables. Fuzzy clustering is to divide the n observations into c class, the clustering center is V = {v 1 2) l is iteration step number. The cluster center at step l is:
( 1, 2, , )
3) Modify membership matrix U (l) , then calculate the value of the objective function J (l) .
< , the iteration terminates, otherwise l = l + 1, then turn to step (2).
Through the above steps, the final cluster center V and the membership U can be obtained, and sample class can be determined according to the element value of U.
Power System Risk Index
Power system risk is a comprehensive measurement system of probability and the seriousness of the consequences of the accident [12] , which can reflect the effects of the accident on the operation, according to the theory of risk, the risk can be expressed as a product of the accident probability and severity, expression is as follows [13] ,
where Risk is risk value, Pro is the probability of accident, Sev is the severity of accident consequence. The severity of accident consequence is described by degree of deviation between actual value and rated value. This paper uses risk utility function to describe severity, w is risk index, Sis utility function value, S'(w) > 0, S''(w) > 0.
These means with the increase of deviation degree, the speed of the serious increase also accelerated, which is close to the actual operation of the power system. With the tendency of wind power and other new energy sources are integrated into grid, the maintenance of voltage level and the ability to withstand high power are of great significance to the stable operation of the system. In or-der to master the security of power system, this paper defines voltage over limit risk and branch flow overload risk index.
Voltage over Limit Risk
The voltage over limit risk describes the possibility and harm degree of the node voltage limit in the system, which reflects the risk of voltage collapse when the voltage value deviates from the normal operating level. The magnitude of the voltage determines the severity of the voltage over limit, and the severity is quantified by the deviation between the actual value and the rated value. The node voltage 1.0 pu means the severity function value is 0; with the voltage value deviates from the rated value, the severity increases. The node voltage over limit severity function is expressed as:
where S Vi is voltage node i over limit severity, V i is the voltage, L LVi is the voltage fluctuation deviation; R V is the system voltage over limit the total risk, P Vi is the probability of node i voltage over limit, α i is the weight factor, N V is node number.
Branch Power Flow Overload Risk
Transmission line has transmission power limit, branch flow overload risk reflects the line withstand certain transmission power possibility and harm degree.
In order to avoid the occurrence of masking phenomenon, but not ignore the potential risks which line is close to limit completely, risk appears when the line load rate reach 90%. The branch power flow overload severity function is defined as:
where S Li is a branch of I power flow overload severity, l i is the current trend of i value, L i is power transmission limit of I branch, L o is power flow deviation; R L is the total risk system of branch power flow overload, P Li is the probability of branch i overload, β i is an important weight factor, N L is the total branch number.
Risk Assessment of Wind Power Access to Power System
Power system risk value can be obtained from probability value and consequence severity. The utility function above can be used to quantify severity. Because of the stochastic fluctuation of wind power, the probability value is obtained by probabilistic power flow calculation [14] . Monte Carlo simulation method [15] , widely used in power system, is accurate in calculating probabilistic power flow. In this paper, probabilistic power flow is calculated by Monte Carlo simulation, then the probability of the bus voltage limit and the power flow overload can be obtained. Concrete steps are:
1) Pretreat wind farm raw data and perform fuzzy clustering.
2) The edge distribution function is obtained by the kernel density estimation based on nonparametric estimation. Draw edge distribution histogram to observe the input variable dependent structure.
3) Calculate the square Euclidean distance for each kind of data to select optimal Copula function to produce the correlated output samples.
4) Model power system with wind farm integration; Calculate probabilistic power flow to obtain probability of bus voltage limit and branch flow overload.
5) Calculate the node voltage over limit and branch power flow overload severity degree of the system, and define the comprehensive severity as the arithmetic mean of the total severity of N times power flow calculation.
6) Multiply the probability with the consequence severity to obtain the risk value. Figure 1 is the flow chart.
Wind power data preprocessing 
Simulation Results and Analysis
Wind Power Output Correlation Modeling and Evaluation
Based on the 50,000 sets of measured output data of Australian wind farms in spring, this paper uses fuzzy clustering method combined with Copula function for correlation modeling. The validity of the method is verified by comparing with the measured data.
Fuzzy clustering of the sample matrix is divided into 6 classes; Table 1 shows the cluster analysis results and the selected optimal Copula function.
To eliminate the influence of sample size difference on correlation coefficient, the total size of the generated data and the measured data should be the same, and produce the output sample of corresponding proportion. Figure 2 is comparison of the frequency histogram of the measured output and the simulated output.
In Figure 2 , the left one is frequency histogram of measured output data, the right one is frequency histogram of output by clustering and Copula function.
As can be seen from 
where P real is the wind farm i measured output. P simu is wind farm i simulation output. N represents the total number of samples. For each clustering scheme, the simulated 20 times average is used to reduce the randomness error. Table 2 is the comparison result of correlation coefficient and relative error between the method and the measured data. Figure 2 . Comparison of measured and simulated output data.
From the above table, we can see that all kinds of optimal Copula functions generated by fuzzy clustering are clustered around the center of clustering, the concentration is strong and the relative error is smaller. This method can accurately describe the correlation of wind power output.
Risk Assessment of Wind Power Access to Power System
The above two wind farms are respectively integrated into IEEE-RTS79 reliability test system node 17 and 24, wind turbine takes constant power factor control method, and its power factor is cosφ = −0.95, integration node is taken as PQ node with negative power and simulation scale N = 50,000. The load fluctuation Frequency is random variable which obeys normal distribution, the expectation is the given value of the standard system, and variance is 5% of the expectation, Figure 3 is the example.
When the two correlation wind farms are integrated into node 17 and 24, the voltage fluctuation increases at the access point, the voltage shows a downward trend, and the low voltage over limit may appear. Table 3 Notes: "*/*"in the table means "no wind integration/wind integration" data.
limit, there is a low voltage situation and a voltage over limit risk. theory formula, the importance factor is taken as 1, the system node voltage over limit and branch flow overload risk are calculated as shown in Table 4 .
In order to quantitatively characterize the line carrying capacity when the maximum power flow occurs, the maximum load rate is defined:
where s max is the branch maximum power flow, S lim is the maximum transmission limit. Figure 6 is the maximum load overload branch flow rate, the penetration of wind power for η, pictures from left to right respectively shows the maximum load ratio of without wind, permeability of 0.4η and η.
Branch 10 has been close to full load while it is not connected to the maximum load rate of wind power, therefore, the line transmission capacity should be increase to reduce risk. The power flow of branch 18 and branch 27 has changed greatly after the access of wind power. With the increase of permeability, the maximum line load rate increases gradually, and the grid risk exists.
Branch 18 is the transformer branch, branch 24 is a high voltage class 230 kV, and is an important channel for the transmission of electricity to the 230 kV area, there should be attention to the risk.
As can be seen, in the current wind power access mode, node 3 and 24 have the risk of low voltage, 10, 18 and 27 have the branch power flow overload risk, which can be regarded as the key nodes and lines to be paid attention to. The system personnel should carry on the pertinence analysis, reasonably plan the wind power access point and the access capacity, take the corresponding measure to reduce the electric network risk, and provides the safeguard for the power system safe reliable operation.
Conclusions
Based on the measured output data of wind farm, the fuzzy clustering and Copula function theory are combined to realize the correlation modeling of wind power output. The wind power probabilistic flow is calculated by Monte Carlo simulation method to obtain the probability of the node voltage over limit and branch flow overload. The severity is measured by utility function, and the risk value is calculated according to the risk theory. Results show that: 1) After the fuzzy clustering processing for the total sample, the optimal Copula function is modeled for each kind of data, which can accurately describe the correlation of wind power output. 
